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Abstract. The relationship between the various human activities and seismic activity has become more
evident in the last several decades. One of the important domains where such a relationship manifests
itself is hydrocarbon fields’ development. South East Tatarstan (Russia) is a region where the link between
seismicity and the development of the giant Romashkino hydrocarbon field has been established. The goal
of the current study is to conduct the causative analysis between the seismic activity and the development
of the Romashkino hydrocarbon field’s Almetyevskaya area which is located in the most seismically active
zone of the south-eastern Tatarstan.
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Introduction

Seismic activity in regions with actively developing
hydrocarbon reservoirs is a phenomenon that has been
actively studied over the past few decades (Ellsworth,
2013; Grasso, 1992; Suckale 2009). Most often we
are talking about the so-called induced seismicity
or seismicity caused by the impact on the reservoir,
accompanied by the production and injection of fluids. At
the same time, some studies investigate the possibility of
an inverse relationship, when increased seismicity is not
a consequence, but a cause of changes in the processes
of hydrocarbon reservoirs development (Adushkin et
al., 2000; Ognev et al., 2020).
The purpose of this research is to study the relationship
between seismic activity and the development parameters
of the Almetyevskaya area of the unique Romashkino
hydrocarbon field with the determination of the causeand-effect relationships of changes in seismic activity
and development parameters of the Almetyevskaya area.

Data and method

The study area is located in South East Tatarstan – a
region that, like the entire East European platform, is
rather inactive in terms of its seismicity (Khisamov et
al., 2012; Mirzoev et al., 2004). Nevertheless, since the
1980s, a local network of seismic observation stations
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operated by PJSC TATNEFT began to function and
record seismic events on the territory of this region.
This study uses a sample of seismic events recorded by
PJSC TATNEFT in South East Tatarstan for 1996–2020
(Fig. 1).
The current research workflow consists of the
following sequence of operations:
Analysis of the seismic events’ catalog to determine
the magnitude of completeness.
Calculation of the integral characteristics of the
region’s seismic activity and its averaging.
Averaging the selected development parameters of
the Romashkino oil field’s Almetyevskaya area.
Analysis of the relationship between the seismic
activity of the region and the selected development
parameters. Determination of the probable causal
relationship between seismic activity and the studied
parameters.

Description and analysis of seismic catalog

The seismic catalog is one of the seismic monitoring
results, providing information on the chronological order
of earthquakes, their epicenters coordinates, depths of
hypocenters, and energy classes of earthquakes.
This study uses a catalog of local earthquakes
recorded by the seismic network of PJSC TATNEFT
in South East Tatarstan for 1996–2020. At the time of
analysis, this catalog included 393 local earthquakes
with magnitudes from -2.5 to 3.9. The main peaks of
seismic activity were observed in the second half of the
1990s and 2018 (Ognev et al., 2020). Localization of
hypocenters in depth corresponds to the normal law with
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Fig. 1. Map of seismic events in the South East Tatarstan for the period of 1996–2020

most seismic events occurring in the upper part of the
crust at a depth of 2-3 km. The distribution of earthquake
epicenters also cannot be called uniform. Most of the
earthquakes occur in the western part of the Romashkino
and central part of the Novo-Elkhovskoye fields and
have a submeridional strike parallel to the AltunShunak trough. As noted by Khisamov et al. (2012),
this tendency is observed precisely for the earthquakes
with hypocenters located at depths of 0–8 km, which
can be caused by both technogenic and tectonic reasons.
The deeper exclusively tectonic earthquakes are evenly
distributed over the area without a visible geographical
connection with the boundaries of large hydrocarbon
deposits (Khisamov et al., 2012).
As one can see, the total number of seismic events
in the territory is not large. At the same time, not all the
available seismic events are representative and can be
used in further analysis of the seismic activity. The first
step in analyzing the seismicity of a territory is to assess
the quality of the seismic catalog for the studied region,
which consists of determining the catalog’s magnitude
of completeness Mс. The magnitude of completeness
corresponds to the minimum magnitude of seismic
events at which they are recorded by a given seismic
network of observations with a probability of 100 %
(Rydelek, Sacks, 1989).
In order to determine the studied catalog’s magnitude
of completeness, we applied the maximum curvature
method (MAXC) (Wiemer, Wyss, 2000) by calculating
the maximum value of the first derivative of the
cumulative frequency-magnitude distribution (FDM)
plot (Fig. 2).
After determining Mс, we calculated the value of the
slope coefficient (b-value) using the maximum likelihood
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technique (Aki, 1965; Mignan, Woessner, 2012):
(1)
where <M> – the average magnitude of earthquakes
from the analyzed catalog with magnitude ≥ Mс; ΔM –
binning width.
In this study, we used the ZMAP seismic event
analysis software for the calculations (Wiemer, 2001).
The binning width was taken as 0.3. To increase the
statistical accuracy of the calculation, the bootstrapping
method was used with the number of resampling steps
equal to 10 000.
As a result, we obtained the magnitude of completeness
of Mс =1.0 and the b-value of b = 0.63±0.13. The
resulting value of the slope coefficient turned out to be
significantly less than the values of 1.02-1.3 determined
earlier in (Adushkin et al., 2000), which may indicate
a decrease in the share of technogenic seismicity in the
territory of South East Tatarstan from 1980 to 2020.
Thus, for further analysis, we used 166 seismic events
with Mс ≥ 1 out of the original 393 events recorded for
the period from 1996 to 2020.

Calculation of seismic activity’s integral
characteristic

After the seismic catalog processing and excluding
all seismic events with a magnitude of less than 1 on the
Richter scale, we calculated the integral characteristic
of the region’s seismic activity. In this case, we used the
sum of cubic roots from the energy of earthquakes that
occurred during 1 month period as such a characteristic,
by analogy with the study of Aduskin et al. (2000). The
energy of an earthquake depends on its energy class
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Fig. 2. Cumulative frequency-magnitude distribution plot for the earthquakes of the South East Tatarstan occurred in the period
from 1996 to 2020

according to the following formula (Rautian et al., 2007):
(2)
For a smoother result, we averaged the energies of
earthquakes occurring over 1 month by a 12 months’
moving average window. The obtained result was
normalized to the average value of seismic activity for
the entire measurement period.
When assessing the integral characteristics of seismic
activity, we have taken into account only those seismic
events, the location of which was within a 10-km zone
from the contour of the Almetyevskaya area (Fig. 1).
This has been done to exclude remote seismicity from
the analysis.
The final graph of changes in the seismicity of the
studied region is shown in Figure 3.

As one can see from Figure 3, there are two peaks
with increased seismic activity separated in time by 12.5
years – in 1996 and 2008. It should also be considered
that in the period from 2006 to 2008 the local seismic
network did not function, and therefore, zero seismicity
was shown during this period.

Analysis of the relationship between
region’s seismic activity and Almetyevskaya
area’s development parameters

The next step was to determine the relationship
between seismic activity and the development parameters
of the Almetyevskaya area. This relationship was
determined through correlation analysis of the integral
characteristics of seismic activity with individual

Fig. 3. Change in the seismic activity of the studied region for the period from 1996 to 2020
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development parameters. The analyzed parameters
included the number of active injectors, number of
active producers, injection efficiency, disbalance, water
cut, average oil production, average liquid production,
oil production, liquid production, water injection, and
bottomhole pressure.
It is important to determine not only the presence
of such a relationship, but also to find out its causality,
i.e. to answer the question: Which development
parameters change under the influence of seismic
activity variations and, conversely, a change in which
development parameters itself leads to seismicity
activation? To find a proper answer, it is necessary
to calculate the correlation coefficients of seismic
activity and selected development parameters, provided
that seismic activity and development parameters are
shifted relative to each other in time. As a result, if
we shift seismic activity forward in time relative to
variations of a certain development parameter and
then get an increase in the value of the correlation
coefficient, then it is more likely that the change in
seismic activity entailed a change in the analyzed
development parameter. Conversely, when we have an
increase in the correlation in the case of seismic activity
shift back in time, it is more likely that a change in the
field development process entailed a change in seismic
activity. Also of interest are the values of
 the correlation
coefficients obtained for datasets without time shifts,
since in the case of maximum values of
 the correlation
coefficient without a time shift, one can assume the
instantaneous relationship between seismicity and the
considered development parameter.
Due to the absence of seismic activity measurements
for 2006–2008, all available data were divided into two
parts and considered separately for time intervals before
2006 and after 2008, respectively. The value of 1 month
was taken as the shift period (lag).
When calculating the correlation coefficients, the
analyzed development parameters, as well as seismicity,
were averaged by a 12 months’ moving average window
and normalized to average values of the corresponding
parameters for the entire analysis period. Correlation
analysis results for data from 1996 to 2006 as well as
for data from 2008 to 2020 are presented in Figures 4
and 5 respectively.

Results and discussion

Considering the data acquired over the period from
1996 to 2006, a number of development parameters can
be distinguished (oil production, liquid production, water
cut, injection efficiency, disbalance, number of active
injectors, average liquid production by wells, average
water injection by wells), which are characterized by
an increase in the absolute values of the correlation
coefficients with a positive shift of seismicity in time.
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In this case, we can talk about the influence of seismic
activity on the abovementioned parameters for the
studied area. An exception here is the number of active
injectors, the change in which cannot be a consequence
of a change in seismic activity. The maximum values of
the correlation coefficients for the aforesaid development
parameters are in the range of 0.45–0.8, which in general
shows the presence of a moderate relationship between
seismicity and these parameters.
For such development parameters as the number
of active producers, water injection, and bottomhole
pressure, there is a relative increase in the absolute values
of the correlation coefficient with a negative shift in
seismicity in time, which may indicate some influence
of these development parameters on seismic activity.
However, this effect either has a significant time lag, as
in the case of water injection or is expressed in relatively
low values of the correlation coefficients, which do not
exceed 0.5.
The average oil production by wells can be
highlighted separately. It shows a correlation coefficient
with seismicity of ~ 0.45 with almost no lag in time.
Considering the data acquired for the period from
2008 to 2020, we can note a less pronounced correlation
relationship between seismic activity and development
parameters compared to the period from 1996 to 2006
with absolute values of the correlation coefficients not
exceeding 0.5. Nevertheless, for such parameters as
oil production, number of active injectors, and average
water injection, the same correlation trend is observed
in the second measurement period – an increase in
the correlation coefficient with a positive time shift of
seismicity. The trend of an increase in the correlation
coefficient with a negative time shift of seismicity
remains for the bottomhole pressure, but the sign of
the correlation coefficient changes. This may indicate
both the instability and randomness of the relationship
between seismicity and bottomhole pressures, as well
as a more complex and non-obvious nature of this
relationship.
Such development parameters as liquid production,
water cut, number of active producers, water injection,
injection efficiency, disbalance, average oil production
by wells, and average liquid production by wells do
not show the preservation of the correlation trend when
moving from observations for the period from 1996 to
2006 to the period from 2008 to 2020. This, coupled
with the low values of the correlation coefficients does
not allow us to assert that the relationship between these
parameters and seismic activity is stable.

Conclusion

The performed correlation analysis made it possible
to reveal the relationship between development
parameters and seismicity for the Almetyevskaya area
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of the Romashkinskoye oilfield. At the same time, the
maximum values of the correlation coefficients and
the integral characteristics of seismic activity for the
parameters under consideration reach 0.8 with a shift
in seismicity relative to the analyzed development
parameters up to 2 years. Restricting ourselves to a sixmonth shift period, it can be seen that the maximum
correlation coefficients rarely exceed 0.5 and overall
are below 0.6 (Fig. 4, 5). This indicates a statistically
quite average relationship between seismicity and each
of the considered parameters separately, which on the
scale of the entire development area does not allow
unambiguously predicting a change in one or another
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development parameter based on changes in seismicity
and vice versa.
At the same time, the analysis revealed a stable
relationship of oil production, number of active injectors,
and the average water injection in wells with the
preservation of the correlation trend in both measurement
periods. This gives a reason to believe that with a more
detailed consideration of the relationship between
seismic activity and the development parameters, taking
into account the spatial distribution of these parameters,
the relationship between seismic activity and the
development of hydrocarbon fields in the South East
Tatarstan may manifest itself to a greater extent.

Fig. 4. Changes in the correlation coefficients of seismicity and development parameters of the Almetyevskaya area depending
on the time shift of the seismic activity relative to the development parameters for seismic events occurred in 1996–2006. A.u.
stands for arbitrary (or relative) units.
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Fig. 5. Changes in the correlation coefficients of seismicity and development parameters of the Almetyevskaya area depending on
the time shift of the seismic activity relative to the development parameters for seismic events occurred in 2008-2020
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